About the Tutorial

Angular 4 is a JavaScript framework for building web applications and apps in JavaScript, html, and TypeScript, which is a superset of JavaScript. Angular provides built-in features for animation, http service, and materials which in turn has features such as auto-complete, navigation, toolbar, menus, etc. The code is written in TypeScript, which compiles to JavaScript and displays the same in the browser.

Audience

This tutorial is designed for software programmers who want to learn the basics of Angular 4 and its programming concepts in a simple and easy manner. This tutorial will give you enough understanding on the various functionalities of Angular 4 with suitable examples.

Prerequisites

Before proceeding with this tutorial, you should have a basic understanding of HTML, CSS, JavaScript, TypeScript, and Document Object Model (DOM).
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There are three major releases of Angular. The first version that was released is Angular1, which is also called AngularJS. Angular1 was followed by Angular2, which came in with a lot of changes when compared to Angular1.

The structure of Angular is based on the components/services architecture. AngularJS was based on the model view controller. Angular 4 released in March 2017 proves to be a major breakthrough and is the latest release from the Angular team after Angular2.

Angular 4 is almost the same as Angular 2. It has a backward compatibility with Angular 2. Projects developed in Angular 2 will work without any issues with Angular 4.

Let us now see the new features and the changes made in Angular 4.

Why Angular4 and Not Angular3?

The Angular team faced some versioning issues internally with their modules and due to the conflict they had to move on and release the next version of Angular – the Angular4.

Let us now see the new features added to Angular 4:

**ngIf**

Angular2 supported only the if condition. However, Angular 4 supports the if else condition as well. Let us see how it works using the ng-template.

```html
<span *ngIf="isavailable; else condition1">Condition is valid.</span>
<ng-template #condition1>Condition is invalid</ng-template>
```

**as keyword in for loop**

With the help of as keyword you can store the value as shown below:

```html
<div *ngFor="let i of months | slice:0:5 as total">
    Months: {{i}} Total: {{total.length}}
</div>
```

The variable total stores the output of the slice using the as keyword.

**Animation Package**
Animation in Angular 4 is available as a separate package and needs to be imported from @angular/animations. In Angular2, it was available with @angular/core. It is still kept the same for its backward compatibility aspect.

**Template**
Angular 4 uses `<ng-template>` as the tag instead of `<template>`; the latter was used in Angular2. The reason Angular 4 changed `<template>` to `<ng-template>` is because of the name conflict of the `<template>` tag with the html `<template>` standard tag. It will deprecate completely going ahead. This is one of the major changes in Angular 4.

**TypeScript 2.2**
Angular 4 is updated to a recent version of TypeScript, which is 2.2. This helps improve the speed and gives better type checking in the project.

**Pipe Title Case**
Angular 4 has added a new pipe title case, which changes the first letter of each word into uppercase.

```html
<div>
  <h2>{{ 'Angular 4 titlecase' | titlecase }}</h2>
</div>
```

The above line of code generates the following output – **Angular 4 Titlecase**.

**Http Search Parameters**
Search parameters to the http get api is simplified. We do not need to call `URLSearchParams` for the same as was being done in Angular2.

**Smaller and Faster Apps**
Angular 4 applications are smaller and faster when compared to Angular2. It uses the TypeScript version 2.2, the latest version which makes the final compilation small in size.
In this chapter, we will discuss the Environment Setup required for Angular 4. To install Angular 4, we require the following:

- Nodejs
- Npm
- Angular CLI
- IDE for writing your code

Nodejs has to be greater than 4 and npm has to be greater than 3.

**Nodejs**

To check if nodejs is installed on your system, type `node -v` in the terminal. This will help you see the version of nodejs currently installed on your system.

```
C:\>node -v
v6.11.0
```

If it does not print anything, install nodejs on your system. To install nodejs, go the homepage `https://nodejs.org/en/download/` of nodejs and install the package based on your OS.

The homepage of nodejs will look like the following:
Based on your OS, install the required package. Once nodejs is installed, npm will also get installed along with it. To check if npm is installed or not, type `npm -v` in the terminal. It should display the version of the npm.

```
C:\>npm -v
5.3.0
```

Angular 4 installations are very simple with the help of angular CLI. Visit the homepage [https://cli.angular.io/](https://cli.angular.io/) of angular to get the reference of the command.
Type `npm install -g @angular/cli`, to install angular cli on your system.
You will get the above installation in your terminal, once Angular CLI is installed. You can use any IDE of your choice, i.e., WebStorm, Atom, Visual Studio Code, etc.

The details of the project setup is explained in the next chapter.
AngularJS is based on the model view controller, whereas Angular 2 is based on the components structure. Angular 4 works on the same structure as Angular2 but is faster when compared to Angular2.

Angular4 uses TypeScript 2.1 version whereas Angular 2 uses TypeScript version 1.8. This brings a lot of difference in the performance.

To install Angular 4, the Angular team came up with Angular CLI which eases the installation. You need to run through a few commands to install Angular 4.

Go to this site [https://cli.angular.io](https://cli.angular.io) to install Angular CLI.

To get started with the installation, we first need to make sure we have nodejs and npm installed with the latest version. The npm package gets installed along with nodejs.

Go to the nodejs site [https://nodejs.org/en/](https://nodejs.org/en/).
The latest version of Node.js v6.11.0 is recommended for users. Users who already have nodejs greater than 4 can skip the above process. Once nodejs is installed, you can check the version of node in the command line using the command, node \(-v\), as shown below:

```
C:\\>node -v
v6.11.0
C:\\>
```

The command prompt shows v6.11.0. Once nodejs is installed, npm will also get installed along with it.
To check the version of npm, type command `npm -v` in the terminal. It will display the version of npm as shown below.

The version of npm is 3.10.10. Now that we have nodejs and npm installed, let us run the angular cli commands to install Angular 4. You will see the following commands on the webpage:

```
npm install -g @angular/cli    //command to install angular 4

ng new Angular 4-app    // name of the project

cd my-dream-app

ng serve
```
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